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ASYMPTOTIC GROWTH OF GLOBAL SECTIONS ON
OPEN VARIETIES
GABRIELE DI CERBO
Abstract. Let X be a projective variety and let E be a reduced
divisor. We study the asymptotic growth of the dimension of the
space of global sections of powers of a divisor D on X\E. We
show that it is always bounded by a polynomial of degree dim(X),
if finite. Furthermore, when D is big, we characterize the finiteness
of the cohomology groups in question. This answers a question of
Zariski and Kolla´r.
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1. Introduction
Hilbert’s 14th problem on the finite generation of invariants was rein-
terpreted by Zariski in [Zar54] as a question on the finite generation of
the ring of global sections on a quasi-projective variety. The quasi-affine
version, studied by Zariski, asks for the finite generation of H0
(
U,OU
)
for any quasi-affine variety U . The quasi-projective version asks for the
finite generation of
⊕∞
m=0H
0
(
U,OU(mD)
)
for a Cartier divisorD. The
latter is of course only possible if the individual groupsH0
(
U,OU(mD)
)
are finite dimensional for every m. Nagata’s examples show that finite
generation frequently fails in both cases. As a weakening of finite gen-
eration, Kolla´r asked whether the groups H0
(
U,OU(mD)
)
always have
polynomial growth. The aim of this note is to answer this affirmatively.
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a normal projective variety of dimension n
defined over an algebraically closed field and let E be a reduced di-
visor. Set U := X\E. Let D be a Cartier divisor on X such that
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2 GABRIELE DI CERBO
H0(U,OU(mD|U)) is finite dimensional for any m > 0. Then there
exists a constant C > 0 such that
h0(U,OU(mD|U)) ≤ Cmn,
for any m.
Moreover, we characterize when the finite dimensionality in The-
orem 1.1 is satisfied, assuming that D is big. We denote by D =
Pσ(D) +Nσ(D) the Zariski decomposition of a pseudo-effective divisor
as defined in [Nak04].
Theorem 1.2. X, D, E and U as above. Furthermore, assume that
D is big. Then H0(U,OU(mD|U)) is finite dimensional for any m > 0
if and only if there exists a ≥ 0 such that E ≤ Nσ(D + aE).
We can think of elements inH0(U,OU(mD|U)) as sections ofOX(mD)
with pole of arbitrary degree along E. Theorem 1.2 implies that the
order of the pole along E is at most linear in m.
As the proof of the projective version does not generalize to our
setting, we will use completely different techniques. Most of the proofs
here are based on the results contained in [FKL16]. Moreover, we
will use them to prove some useful results relating different notions of
numerical dimension of divisors in our special case.
In the final section of the paper, we discuss in more details the case of
surfaces and we prove an analogous of Theorem 1.2 in the more general
case of a pseudo-effective divisor D.
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conversations. I also thank John Lesieutre and Roberto Svaldi for
helpful conversations.
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2. Preliminaries
For the convenience of the reader, let us recall a classical result that
is usually obtained as a consequence of the asymptotic Riemann-Roch
theorem and Serre vanishing. See [Laz04] for more details and a com-
plete proof of the following statement.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a projective variety of dimension n, and let
D and A be Cartier divisors on X. Then there is a constant C > 0
such that
h0(OX(mD + A)) ≤ Cmn.
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This result has several important consequences. For example, it
allows us to define a number of numerical invariants associated to a di-
visor D. For us, one of the most important is the numerical dimension.
Definition 2.2. Let D be a Cartier divisor. The numerical dimension
κσ(D) of D is defined as
κσ(D) = max
k
{
lim sup
m→∞
h0(OX(mD + A))
mk
> 0
}
,
where A is a sufficiently ample divisor.
It is easy to see that κσ(D) does not depend on the choice of A and
that κ(D) ≤ κσ(D) ≤ n, where κ(D) is the Kodaira dimension of D.
We say that D is big if it has maximal numerical dimension. Moreover,
we define its volume as
vol(D) = lim sup
m→∞
h0(X,OX(mD))
mn/n!
.
Note that vol(D) > 0 if and only if κσ(D) is maximal.
Augmented base locus. Associated to a divisor we also have few
loci that describe its positivity.
Definition 2.3. The stable base locus of a divisor D is
B(D) :=
⋂
m≥1
Bs(|mD|),
where Bs(|D|) is the base locus of D.
The augmented base locus of a divisor D is the Zariski-closed set
B+(D) := B(D − A),
for any ample A and sufficiently small  > 0.
Note that B+(D) 6= X if and only if D is big and B+(D) = ∅ if and
only if D is ample.
Following [ELM+06], we define the diminished base locus as
B−(D) :=
⋃
>0
B+(D + A).
The diminished base locus is empty if and only if D is nef and it is
closely related to the negative part of the Zariski decomposition of a
pseudo-effective divisor.
We can characterize numerically the augmented base locus using the
restricted volume.
Definition 2.4. Let D be a Cartier divisor and let V be a subvariety
of X. Then the restricted volume volX|V (D) is defined to be
volX|V (D) = lim sup
m→∞
dim Im (H0(X,OX(mD))→ H0(V,OV (mD)))
mdimV / dimV !
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In [ELM+07], the authors showed that the vanishing of the restricted
volume guarantees that the subvariety lies in the augmented base locus.
Theorem 2.5. Let V ⊂ X be a subvariety and let D be a Cartier
divisor such that that V * B+(D). Then volX|V (D) > 0.
Moreover, if V is a divisor, then the restricted volume can be inter-
preted as a directional derivative of the volume.
Theorem 2.6 ([LM09], Corollary 4.24). Let D be a big Cartier divisor.
Suppose E * B+(D + aE) for some a > 0. Then
vol(D + aE)− vol(D) = n
∫ a
0
volX|E(D + tE)dt.
Zariski decomposition. Nakayama introduced in [Nak04] a diviso-
rial decomposition of pseudo-effective divisors that generalizes the clas-
sical Zariski decomposition for divisors on surfaces. We denote by
D = Pσ(D) +Nσ(D) the Zariski decomposition of a divisor D. Pσ(D)
is a movable divisor and Nσ(D) is the negative part and it is an effective
divisor. We list in the following lemma the properties of the Zariski
decomposition that we will need in the rest of the paper. Proofs can
be found in [Nak04] and [CHMS14].
Lemma 2.7. Let D be a pseudo-effective divisor. Then
i) if P ≤ D and P is movable then P ≤ Pσ(D),
ii) Supp(Nσ(D)) is the divisorial part of B−(D), which we denote
it by Bdiv− (D).
The following two results from [FKL16] are of fundamental impor-
tance to this paper. They should be thought as a geometric character-
ization of the vanishing of the derivate of the volume function. Here
we report only parts of the main theorems in [FKL16] which are the
most relevant for us.
Theorem 2.8. Let D be a big divisor on X and E be an effective
divisor on X. Then the following are equivalent:
i) vol(D − E) = vol(D).
ii) E ≤ Nσ(D).
iii) h0(mD −mE) = h0(mD) for all m > 0.
Theorem 2.9. Let D be a big divisor on X and E be an effective
divisor on X. Then the following are equivalent:
i) vol(D + E) = vol(D).
ii) Supp(E) ⊆ B+(D).
iii) h0(mD + rE) = h0(mD) for all m > 0 and r > 0.
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2.1. Numerical dimension revised. We expect that the volume
function can be used to compute the numerical dimension of any di-
visor D. Here we collect the results that will be needed later. The
following is a special case of a result claimed in [Leh13] but in light of
the example in [Lei19], we provide an alternative proof. See [McC19]
for a similar argument in the Ka¨hler case.
Proposition 2.10. Let D be an effective divisor and let A be a suf-
ficiently ample divisor. Then D = Nσ(D) if and only if there exists
C > 0 such that vol(mD + A) ≤ C for all m ≥ 0.
Proof. Suppose that D = Nσ(D). Then
Supp(D) = Bdiv− (D) = ∪m Bdiv+ (D + (1/m)A) .
As the sets B+(D + (1/m)A) are increasing, we eventually get that
Supp(D) ⊆ B+(mD + A) for some m. Then the results follows from
Theorem 2.9 part i).
Suppose that vol(mD + A) ≤ C. As D is effective, we can assume
that vol(mD+A) is constant in m. In particular, Theorem 2.8 implies
that Pσ(D) ≤ Nσ(mD+A) for some m. This immediately implies that
Pσ(D) = 0 using Lemma 2.7. 
We will also need a slightly different statement.
Proposition 2.11. Let D be an effective divisor. Then D = Nσ(D) if
and only if h0(mD + A) ≤ C for all m ≥ 0.
Proof. Suppose D = Nσ(D). Then, as before, Supp(D) ⊆ B+(mD+A)
and we conclude using Theorem part iii).
Suppose that h0(mD+A) ≤ C. Then the result follows form [Nak04]
and [CHMS14] in positive characteristic. 
3. Global sections on open varieties
Let X be a projective variety and let E be a reduced divisor. For
simplicity, we assume in this section that X is a smooth variety. Let D
be a divisor on X. We are interested in global sections of mD in the
open set U := X\E.
Recall that for any m > 0, we have
H0(U,OU(mD|U) = lim
k→∞
H0(X,OX(mD + kE)).
In particular, by finite dimensionality, we have that there exists a func-
tion k(m) of m such that
H0(U,OU(mD|U) = H0(X,OX(mD + k(m)E).
When no confusion arises we denote k(m) by k. Let s ∈ H0(U,OU(mD|U)
and s¯ be the corresponding section in H0(X,OX(mD+ kE). A priori,
k can be an arbitrary function of m but, if D is big, we will show that
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there exists a such k ≤ ma. In particular, the order of the pole of s¯
along E is at most linear in m.
We will prove our main results in few steps. The first one is to show
that E must have numerical dimension 0.
Lemma 3.1. Let D be a big divisor. If H0(U,OU(mD|U) is finite for
m sufficiently large then κσ(E) = 0.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that ν = κσ(E) > 0. By Theorem
2.10, for A sufficiently ample there exists C > 0 such that
h0(X,OX(kE + A)) ≥ Ckν ,
for k sufficiently big. Since D is big, using Kodaira’s lemma [Laz04],
we can fin m big enough such that mD − A is effective. In particular,
h0(X,OX(mD + kE)) ≥ h0(X,OX(A+ kE)) ≥ Ckν .
This contradicts the finiteness of the direct limit. 
For the convenience of the reader, we slightly rephrase here a part
of Theorem 2.9.
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a projective variety. Let D be a big divisor
and let E be an effective divisor. Suppose that there exists a ≥ 0 such
that Supp(E) ⊆ B+(D + aE). Then
h0(X,OX(mD + kE)) = h0(X,OX(m(D + aE)),
for any m > 0 and any k ≥ ma.
On the other hand, if Supp(E) is not contained in the augmented
base locus then finite dimensionality of global sections will fail.
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a projective variety. Let D be a big divisor
and let E be a reduced divisor. Suppose that for any a  0 we have
that Supp(E) * B+(D + aE). Then κσ(E) > 0.
Proof. We first assume that E is irreducible and reduced. By assump-
tion, there exists a positive integer a0 such that Supp(E) * B+(D+aE)
for any a ≥ a0. Replacing D with D+a0E, we can assume that a0 = 0.
By the characterization of the augmented base locus, we have that
volX|E(D + aE) > 0 for any a ≥ 0. Then for any a ≥ 0, we have
volX|E(D + aE) = volX|E
(
1
2
D + aE +
1
2
D
)
≥ volX|E
(
1
2
D
)
=
1
2n−1
volX|E(D) =  > 0,
where the inequality is obtained using the log-concavity of the restricted
volume function, see [ELM+07] for the original result and Corollary
4.20 in [LM09] for arbitrary characteristic.
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By Theorem 2.6
vol(D + aE) ≥ n
∫ a
0
volX|E(D + tE)dt+ vol(D) ≥ a+ vol(D).
In particular, there exists a constant C > 0 such that vol(D+aE) > Ca
for any a > 0. Fix A sufficiently ample such that A − D is effective.
Then vol(A + aE) > Ca for any a > 0. This contradicts Proposition
2.10.
For a general reduced divisor, the same argument works once we re-
place the restricted volume with the positive product defined in [Cut13].
Then Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 6.7 in there do the job. 
We can now prove the main result of this section, which implies the
theorems in the introduction.
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a projective variety and let E be a reduced
divisor. Write U := X\E. Let D be a big divisor on X. Then
H0(U,OU(mD|U)) is finite dimensional for any m > 0 if and only
if there exists a ≥ 0 such that Supp(E) ⊆ B+(D + aE).
Proof. If H0(U,OU(mD|U)) is finite dimensional for any m > 0 then by
Lemma 3.1, κσ(E) = 0. Since the numerical dimension is subadditive,
the same is true for any irreducible components of E. Then there must
be a such that Supp(E) ⊆ B+(D + aE), otherwise we would get a
contradiction using Proposition 3.3.
If there exists a such that Supp(E) ⊆ B+(D + aE), then by Propo-
sition 3.2
h0(U,OU(mD|U)) = h0(X,OX(mD + kE)) = h0(X,OX(m(D + aE)),
for any m > 0. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
4. Proof of the Theorems
Proof of Theorem 1.2. As shown in Proposition 2.1 in [FKL16], we can
assume that X is smooth and we can use the results in the previous
section.
If E ≤ Nσ(D + aE), then
Supp(E) ⊆ SuppNσ(D + aE) = Bdiv− (D + aE) ⊆ B+(D + aE).
We can apply directly Theorem 3.4 to conclude.
Assume that the cohomology groups in questions are finite dimen-
sional. Recall that by Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.2, we have that
H0(X,OX(m(D + aE)) = H0(X,OX(m(D + (a+ 1)E)),
for any m ≥ 0. In particular,
H0(X,OX(m(D + (a+ 1)E)) = H0(X,OX(m(D + aE))
= H0(X,OX(m(D + (a+ 1)E)−mE)).
Then Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 3.4 imply the desired result. 
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Finally, we can prove the main theorem of this paper.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By the same argument in Corollary 2.1.38 in
[Laz04], we can assume that D is big. It is a standard argument but
for convenience of the reader we sketch the ideas here.
Consider the collection of finite dimensional vector spaces Vm :=
H0(U,OU(mD|U)). The section ring is the graded algebra
R(V•) :=
∞⊕
m=0
Vm.
Let φm : U ⊂ X 99K Ym ⊂ P(Vm) be the map defined by evaluating
global sections. The main theorem of [CJ19] shows the existence of the
Iitaka fibration associated to the algebra R(V•). In particular, there
exists a fixed morphism φ∞ : X∞ → Y∞ such that the rational maps
φm are birationally equivalent to φ∞, for m large enough.
Since the assertion is invariant under birational transformations, we
may replace X with X∞. Moreover, we can assume that Y∞ is smooth.
For simplicity, let us denote by φ : X → Y the Iitaka fibration and
tet V be the image of U in Y . As in the proof of Corollary 2.1.38 in
[Laz04], we can assume D is vertical for φ and then there exists an
ample divisor H on Y such that
h0(U,OU(mD|U)) ≤ h0(V,OV (mH|V )).
We need to show that h0(V,OV (mH|V )) if finite dimensional. To show
that it suffices to show that there exists m0 such that OX(m0D) ⊗
φ∗OY (−H) has a global section. This is done in Theorem 2.1.33 in
[Laz04]. In particular, for any m > 0
h0(V,OV (mH|V )) ≤ h0(U,OU(m0mD|U)).
This shows that the asymptotic behavior of the sections of D can
be estimated using a big divisor on the base of the Iitaka fibration. In
particular, we can assume D to be a big divisor with finite dimensional
h0(U,OU(mD|U)) for any m.
By Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 3.2, we have that there exists a
such that
h0(U,OU(mD|U)) = h0(X,OX(m(D + aE)),
for any m ≥ 0. Then the result follows from the classical result, Theo-
rem 2.1. 
5. Further remarks
We conclude this paper collecting some results on the finiteness of
the cohomology groups considered before. Theorem 1.2 deals with the
finiteness in the case D is a big divisor. It would be interesting to
understand the general case as well. It is not hard to do it in the case
of surfaces.
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First of all, the same argument of Lemma 3.1 implies that we must
have κ(E) = 0. Using Riemann-Roch we can conclude a stronger
statement.
Proposition 5.1. Let X be a smooth surface and let E be a reduced
divisor with E2 ≥ 0. Let D be a pseudo-effective divisor such that
D · E ≥ 1 if E2 = 0, there exists m0 such that H0(U,OU(mD|U)) is
infinite dimensional for any m ≥ m0.
Proof. Recall that for any k ≥ 0 we have a natural inclusion
H0(X,OX(mD + kE)) ↪→ H0(U,OU(mD|U)),
so it suffices to show that there exists m0 such that
lim
k→∞
h0(X,OX(mD + kE)) =∞,
for any m ≥ m0. By Riemann-Roch
h0(X,OX(mD + kE)) + h2(X,OX(mD + kE)) ≥
(mD + kE)2
2
−mD ·KX
2
− kE ·KX
2
+ χ(OX).
Moreover, by Serre duality
h2(X,OX(mD+kE)) = h0(X,OX(KX−mD−kE)) ≤ h0(X,OX(KX)).
All together
h0(X,OX(mD + kE)) ≥ k2E
2
2
+ k
(
mD · E − E ·KX
2
)
+
(mD)2 −mD ·KX
2
+ χ(OX)− h0(X,OX(KX)).
In particular, if E2 > 0 the limit is infinite for any m ≥ 1. If E2 = 0,
then by assumption, we can find m0 such that m0D ·E−E ·KX/2 > 0.
The limit is again infinite for m ≥ m0. 
The above result imposes some extra conditions on the positivity of
E, but they are still weaker than the case when D is big where κσ(E)
essentially characterizes the finite dimensionality of the spaces of global
sections. When D is not big, there are exceptions to Theorem 1.2. For
example, if κ(E) = 0, κσ(E) = 1 and D = E, we have new examples
where finite dimensionality of global sections holds. The next theorem
says that these are basically the only exceptions.
Theorem 5.2. Let X be a normal projective surface. Let D be a
pseudo-effective Cartier divisor and let E be a reduced divisor. Then
h0(U,OU(mD|U)) is finite dimensional for all m ≥ 0 if and only if one
of the following holds:
i) E ≤ Nσ(D + aE) for some a, or
ii) κ(D) = 0 and Pσ(D) ≡ aPσ(E) for some rational number a, or
iii) D ≡ Nσ(D) and κ(E) = 0.
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Proof. If one of the three conditions holds, it is easy to show that the
groups in question are finite dimensional.
For the other direction, let us denote by E = P + N the Zariski
decomposition of E. First note, If P is numerically trivial, then there
is nothing to prove as it implies that E = N and condition i) is satisfied.
So we can assume that P is not numerically trivial.
For the sake of simplicity, let us assume at the moment that D is a
non-zero nef divisor. Since N is effective, we have that for any m ≥ 0
and k ≥ 0
H0(X,O(mD + kP )) ↪→ H0(X,O(mD + kE)).
As P is a nef divisor, we can assume that P 2 = 0 otherwise the
groups H0(X,O(mD+ kE)) will grow unbounded in k by Lemma 2.7.
Moreover, by the same result, we can assume that D ·P = 0. By Hodge
index theorem we get that D ≡ aP for some rational number a.
The above argument implies that if D = Pσ(D) + Nσ(D) is the
Zariski decomposition of D and Pσ(D) is not trivial, then condition ii)
is satisfied.
Finally if Pσ(D) is trivial. then the finite dimensionality of the groups
implies just that the Kodaira dimension of E is 0. 
It would be interesting to carry out a similar analysis for higher
dimensional varieties.
Question 5.3. Let D be a pseudo-effective divisor with κσ(D) < n.
When is H0(U,OU(mD|U)) a finite dimensional vector space for any
m large enough?
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